Special Events at the MAA Pavilion
Check out the member engagement events happening in the MAA Pavilion. You’ll find
a diverse selection of events and activities for the mathematical community who are
curious to learn more about the various programs offered by MAA. All are welcome.

EXHIBIT HALL: GRAND BALLROOM B - THIRD FLOOR
Take a Chance to Dance

Student Ice Cream Social

Wednesday, July 31, 6:00 PM - 6:30 PM

Thursday, Aug. 1, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Organizers: Dr. Diana Cheng and Rachel Schmitz
Join SIGMAA Sports members as they create a dance by rolling
a die (to select a geometric transformation named) and picking
a card (to select a body part).

Organizer: Membership Committee
Students! Come enjoy a scoop while you give the MAA
Membership Committee the scoop on what you'd like
from your membership both before and after graduation.
Don't forget to sign up for raffles and prizes.

For example: the dice roll could say "rotate" and the body part
could be "shoulder" so the participant would find a movement
that involves rotating the shoulder. Participants would do multiple
iterations of this and have a full dance using the transformations.

25 and 50 Year Member Reception
Wednesday, July 31, 7:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Organizer: Steve Coollbaugh
MAA's Board of Directors and Staff will recognize and celebrate
our 25-and 50-year members at the MAA Pavilion. We welcome
these members to come celebrate their long-term relationship
with the MAA, wine and light snacks will be served.

MAA BIG Career Games
Thursday, Aug. 1, 12:00 pm - 1:30 pm,
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm
Organizer: Brea Ratliff
Help the MAA test two new games designed to help you prepare
for a BIG Math Career in Business, Industry or Government. One
game will help you tune up your resume and the other will help
you hone your interview skills! These games are made possible
by the Tondeur Career Initiative Funds.

The Program Review Experience
Friday, Aug. 2, 12:30 PM - 2:30 PM
Organizer: The MAA Committee on Program Review
Via their posters, presenters from several campuses will tell the
story of their program review experiences. They describe what
was expected of them, what difficulties they encountered, and
what the outcomes of the review were.

Sports Analytics: Get in the Game
Friday, Aug. 2, 2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Organizers: Tim and Tanya Chartier
Join Tim and Tanya Chartier with interactive sports analytics
activities. Get in the game with math!

Math & Magic
Friday, Aug. 2, 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Organizer: Art Benjamin
Art Benjamin will display feats of magic and mind, based
on mathematical principles.

Sample activities from the MAA PRESS
book, "Tactile Learning Activities in
Mathematics: A Recipe Book for the
Undergraduate Classroom."
Thursday, Aug. 1, 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Organizer: Julie Barnes
Come try out some hands on teaching activities from the
new MAA Press Book, Tactile Learning Activities in Mathematics.
Sample activities span a variety of undergraduate mathematics
classes and utilize Wiki Stix, puzzle pieces, blocks, and more!

Be sure to visit the MAA Pavilion for a
complete list of events and activities.

#MAAthFest

